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Abstra t

In system synthesis, we transform a spe i ation
into a system that is guaranteed to satisfy the spe i ation. When the system is distributed, the goal is to
onstru t the system's underlying pro esses. Results
on multi-player games imply that the synthesis problem for linear spe i ations is unde idable for general
ar hite tures, and is nonelementary de idable for hierar hi al ar hite tures, where the pro esses are linearly ordered and information among them ows in
one dire tion. In this paper we present a signi ant
extension of this result. We handle both linear and
bran hing spe i ations, and we show that a suÆ ient
ondition for de idability of the synthesis problem is
a linear or y li order among the pro esses, in whi h
information ows in either one or both dire tions. We
also allow the pro esses to have internal hidden variables, and we onsider ommuni ations with and without delay. Many pra ti al appli ations fall into this
lass.
1

Introdu tion

In system synthesis, we transform a spe i ation
into a system that is guaranteed to satisfy the spe iation. Early work on synthesis onsider losed systems. There, a system that meets the spe i ation
an be extra ted from a onstru tive proof that the
spe i ation is satis able [MW80, EC82℄. As argued
in [ALW89, Dil89, PR89a℄, su h synthesis paradigms
are not of mu h interest when applied to open systems, whi h intera t with an environment. While synthesis that is based on satis ability assumes no environment or a ooperative one, synthesis of open systems should assume a hostile environment, and should
generate a system that satis es the spe i ation no
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matter how the environment behaves. The work in
[ALW89, PR89a℄ formulated the synthesis problem in
terms of a game between the system and the environment, and is losely related to Chur h's solvability
problem [Chu63℄. Given sets I and O of input and
output signals, respe tively, we an view a system as
a strategy P : (2I ) ! 2O that maps a nite sequen e
of sets of input signals (the behavior of the environment so far) into a set of output signals (the rea tion
of the system to this behavior).
When P intera ts with an environment that generates in nite input sequen es, it asso iates with ea h
input sequen e an in nite omputation over 2I [O .
We say that a spe i ation is realizable i there
is a strategy all of whose omputations satisfy ,
in ase is a linear spe i ation, or a strategy
whose indu ed omputation tree satis es , in ase
is a bran hing spe i ation. Synthesis of then
amounts to onstru ting su h a strategy. Solutions
for the realizability and synthesis problems for spe i ations in the linear temporal logi LTL are presented in [ALW89, PR89a℄. The solutions are extended in [PR89b, Var95℄ to asyn hronous systems
and in [KV99℄ to systems with in omplete information and spe i ations in the bran hing temporal logi
CTL? . Methods developed for synthesis of open systems are appli able also for supervisory ontrol, where
instead of hostile environments we onsider ollaborative ontrollers of nondeterministi systems [RW89℄.
While the transition to open systems has signi antly broaden the s ope of synthesis to real-life designs, it is still limited to settings in whi h the open
system onsists of a single pro ess. In a more realisti setting, that of a distributed system, the input
to the synthesis problem onsists of both the spe i ation and an ar hite ture, whi h may onsist of
more than one pro ess and des ribes the ommuniation hannels between the di erent pro esses. More
formally, we assume a setting with n pro esses, with
pro ess i referring to sets Ii , Oi , and Hi , of input,
output, and hidden (internal) signals (input signals
may be external ; i.e., generated by the environment),
and we want to onstru t for ea h pro ess a strat-

egy Pi : (2I ) ! 2O [H so that the omposition of
the strategies satis es the spe i ation. The ar hite ture is given by a set of onditions like O2 [ O4  I3
(\the only hannels to P3 are from P2 to P4 "). The
exa t de nition of the omposition of the strategies
then depends on assumptions on the ommuni ation
(e.g., whether ommuni ation involves a delay). If, for
example, we want to synthesize ve dining philosophers [Dij72℄, we an spe ify in temporal logi the
mutual ex lusion and non-starvation requirements for
the philosophers, spe ify a two-way ring with ve proesses, and ask the synthesis pro edure to onstru t
appropriate strategies for the pro esses. Clearly, a solution for the dining philosophers that refers to a single
pro ess is not of mu h interest.
There are two possible ways to approa h the synthesis problem for distributed systems. One approa h
is to use a synthesis pro edure for a single pro ess, and
then de ompose the pro ess a ording to the given arhite ture [EC82, MW84℄. While this approa h has
a omputational advantage, known de omposition algorithms are not omplete in the sense that a spe iation may be realizable with respe t to a given arhite ture yet the de omposition algorithm would fail
[PR90℄. Thus, one an view de omposition as a heuristi for the synthesis problem, whi h is not guaranteed
to work. The se ond approa h is to refer to the ar hite ture of the distributed system from the outset and
onstru t the underlying pro esses dire tly [PR90℄.
Results on multi-player games imply that the realizability problem for general distributed systems is unde idable [PR79, PR90℄ (the results in [PR79℄ refer to
multiple-person alternating Turing ma hines and are
extended in [PR90℄ to the synthesis setting). Essentially, there is an ar hite ture (in fa t, a very simple
ar hite ture, onsisting of two independent pro esses
P1 and P2 that intera t with the same environment;
that is I1 \ (O2 [ H2 ) = ; and I2 \ (O1 [ H1 ) = ;)
su h that for every deterministi Turing ma hine M ,
there is an LTL formula M su h that M halts on
the empty tape i M is realizable in . The redu tion is heavily based on P1 and P2 being independent,
and it fails, for example, if we assume that P2 gets
its input from P1 (i.e., O1  I2 ). Indeed, it is shown
in [PR79, PR90℄ that on e we onsider hierar hi al arhite tures, in whi h the pro esses are linearly ordered
and information ows in one dire tion, the realizability
problem is nonelementary de idable for spe i ations
in LTL.
The de idability result in [PR90℄ su ers from two
limitations. First, when we synthesize a system from
an LTL spe i ation , we require to hold in all the
i
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omputations of the system. Consequently, we annot impose possibility requirements on the system ( f.
[DTV99℄). In the dining-philosophers example, while
we an spe ify in LTL mutual ex lusion, we annot
spe ify deadlo k freedom (every nite intera tion an
be extended so that a philosopher eventually eats). In
order to express possibility properties, we should spe ify the system using bran hing temporal logi , whi h
enables both universal and existential path quanti ation [EH86, Eme90℄. Se ond, and more ru ially,
the algorithm in [PR90℄ is not appli able for ar hite tures that are not hierar hi al, and real-life designs
are rarely based on hierar hi al ar hite tures. We do
not ount the nonelementary omplexity as a limitation, as it is a ompanied by a mat hing lower bound
and, as we dis uss further in Se tion 6, the worst- ase
omplexity rarely appears in pra ti e.
In this paper we remove both limitations. We onsider spe i ations in the bran hing temporal logi
CTL? (whi h subsumes LTL), and we handle all ar hite tures in whi h there is a linear or y li order among
the pro esses, in whi h information ows in either one
or both dire tions. Thus, our ar hite tures an be either hains or rings with both one-way and two-way
ommuni ation hannels. In addition, we allow the
pro esses to have internal hidden variables, and we
onsider ommuni ations with and without delay. We
show that the realizability problem stays de idable in
all these ases. The solution we present is based on
alternating tree automata, whi h separate the logi al
and algorithmi aspe ts of the problem: given a spe i ation and an ar hite ture , we onstru t an automaton A ; su h that is realizable in i A ; is
not empty. To he k realizability, the automaton has
to be tested for nonemptiness [EJ88, PR89a, KV98℄.
The nonemptiness algorithm also synthesizes the proesses in that together realize .
We argue that the results in the paper signi antly
extend the s ope of synthesis for distributed systems,
as ommonly used ar hite ture belong to the lass of
ar hite tures we handle [Tan87℄. Examples of appli ations of these ar hite tures in lude various ommuniation proto ols in whi h ommuni ation pro eeds in
layers. For example, the so- alled OSI model onsists
of a seven-layer proto ol sta k (Appli ation, Presentation, Session, Transport, Network, Data link, and
Physi al layers), where every layer ommuni ates with
the layer above it and the layer below it. The environment talks to the top layer and the bottom layer
[Man99℄. Ar hite tures with two-way ommuni ation
hannels are ommon in s ienti omputations, say
when we iterate in order to solve a di erential equa-

tion and ea h pro ess works on part of the omputed
domain. Then, it is useful to divide the domain to
layers so that in ea h iteration every layer updates its
neighbors with its results from the previous iteration
[PTVF92℄.
2
2.1

Preliminaries
Trees and labeled trees

Given a nite set , an -tree is a set T   su h
that if x   2 T , where x 2  and  2 , then also
x 2 T . When  is not important or lear from the
ontext, we all T a tree. When T =  , we say that
T is full. The elements of T are alled nodes, and the
empty word  is the root of T . For every x 2 T , the
nodes x   2 T where  2  are the hildren of x.
Ea h node x of T has a dire tion, dir(x) in . The
dire tion of  is 0 , for some designated 0 2 , alled
the root dire tion. The dire tion of a node x   is .
Given two nite sets  and , a -labeled -tree is
a pair hT; V i where T is an -tree and V : T ! 
maps ea h node of T to a letter in . When 
and  are not important or lear from the ontext,
we all hT; V i a labeled tree. For a -labeled tree h ; V i, we de ne the memoryfull version of
h ; V i, denoted mem(h ; V i) as the + -labeled tree h ; V 0 i where V 0 () = V (), for  2  we have
V 0 () = V ()  V (), and for all x 2 + and  2 
we have V 0 (x  ) = V 0 (x)  V (). Thus, the label of
a node x in mem(h ; V i) is the word obtained by
on atenating the labels of all the pre xes (in luding
) of x in h ; V i.
For a -labeled -tree h ; V i, we de ne the x-ray
of h ; V i, denoted xray (h ; V i), as the (  )labeled -tree h ; V 0 i in whi h ea h node is labeled
by both its dire tion and its labeling in h ; V i. Thus,
for every x 2  , we have V 0 (x) = hdir(x); V (x)i. Essentially, the labels in xray (h ; V i) ontain information not only about the surfa e of h ; V i (its labels)
but also about its skeleton (its nodes).
For a -labeled -tree h ; V i, we de ne the delay
of h ; V i, denoted delay (h ; V i), as the -labeled
-tree h ; V 0 i in whi h V 0 () = V () and for all x 2
 and  2 , we have V 0 (x  ) = V (0  x), where
0 = dir() is the root dire tion of . Intuitively, the
delay of h ; V i des ribes the label node x would have
when the sequen e of dire tions leading to x arrives
with a delay, thus the last dire tion in x is missing
and x is pre xed by the root dire tion.
Consider a set X  Y of dire tions. For a node
 2 (X  Y ) , let hide Y ( ) be the node in X  obtained
from  by repla ing ea h letter hx; yi by the letter

x. For example, the node h0; 0i  h1; 0i of the 4-ary
(f0; 1g  f0; 1g)-tree orresponds, by hide f0;1g , to the
node 0  1 of the f0; 1g-tree. Note that the nodes h0; 0i
h1; 1i; h0; 1i  h1; 0i, and h0; 1i  h1; 1i of the 4-ary tree
also orrespond, by hide f0;1g , to the node 0  1 of the
binary tree. For a Z -labeled X -tree hX  ; V i, we de ne
the Y -widening of hX  ; V i, denoted wide Y (hX  ; V i),
as the Z -labeled (X  Y )-tree h(X  Y ) ; V 0 i where for
every  2 (X  Y ) , we have V 0 ( ) = V (hide Y ( )). As
we explain further in Se tion 3, nodes 1 and 2 with
hide Y (1 ) = hide Y (2 ) =  are indistinguishable in
wideY (hX  ; V i) by someone that does not observe Y .
Indeed, for su h an observer, both nodes are rea hed
by traversing  and are labeled by V ( ).
2.2

Alternating automata

Alternating tree automata generalize nondeterministi

tree automata and were rst introdu ed in [MS87℄. An
alternating tree automaton A = h; Q; q0 ; Æ; i runs
on full -labeled -trees (for an agreed set  of dire tions). It onsists of a nite set Q of states, an initial
state q0 2 Q, a transition fun tion Æ, and an a eptan e ondition (a ondition that de nes a subset of
Q! ). For a set  of dire tions, let B+ (Q) be the set
of positive Boolean formulas over   Q; i.e., Boolean
formulas built from elements in   Q using ^ and
_, where we also allow the formulas true and false
and, as usual, ^ has pre eden e over _. The transition fun tion Æ : Q   ! B+(  Q) maps a state
and an input letter to a formula that suggests a new
on guration for the automaton. For example, when
 = f0; 1g, having Æ(q; ) = (0; q1 ) ^ (0; q2 ) _ (0; q2 ) ^
(1; q2 ) ^ (1; q3 ) means that when the automaton is in
state q and reads the letter , it an either send two
opies, in states q1 and q2 , to dire tion 0 of the tree, or
send a opy in state q2 to dire tion 0 and two opies,
in states q2 and q3 , to dire tion 1. Thus, unlike nondeterministi tree automata, here the transition fun tion
may require the automaton to send several opies to
the same dire tion or allow it not to send opies to all
dire tions.
A run of an alternating automaton A on an input -labeled -tree hT; V i is a tree hTr ; ri in whi h
the nodes are labeled by elements of   Q. Ea h
node of Tr orresponds to a node of T . A node in
Tr , labeled by (x; q), des ribes a opy of the automaton that reads the node x of T and visits the state
q. Note that many nodes of Tr an orrespond to
the same node of T ; in ontrast, in a run of a nondeterministi automaton on hT; V i there is a one-toone orresponden e between the nodes of the run and
the nodes of the tree. The labels of a node and its

hildren have to satisfy the transition fun tion. For
example, if hT; V i is a f0; 1g-tree with V () = a and
Æ(q0 ; a) = ((0; q1 ) _ (0; q2 )) ^ ((0; q3 ) _ (1; q2 )), then the
nodes of hTr ; ri at level 1 in lude the label (0; q1 ) or
(0; q2 ), and in lude the label (0; q3 ) or (1; q2 ). Ea h innite path  in hTr ; ri is labeled by a word r() in Q! .
Let inf () denote the set of states in Q that appear
in r() in nitely often. A run hTr ; ri is a epting i
all its in nite paths satisfy the a eptan e ondition.
In Rabin alternating tree automata,  2Q  2Q ,
and an in nite path  satis es an a eptan e ondition
= fhG1 ; B1 i; : : : ; hGk ; Bk ig i there exists 1  i  k
for whi h inf () \ Gi 6= ; and inf () \ Bi = ;. We
refer to the number of pairs in as the index of A. An
automaton a epts a tree i there exists an a epting
run on it. We denote by L(A) the language of the
automaton A; i.e., the set of all labeled trees that A
a epts. We say that an automaton is nonempty i
L(A) 6= ;. For an a eptan e ondition over Q and
a set S , we denote by  S the a eptan e ondition
over Q  S obtained from by repla ing ea h set F
parti ipating in by the set F  S . For example, if
is the Rabin a eptan e ondition fhG; B ig, then
 S = fhG  S; B  S ig.
Nondeterministi tree automata an be viewed as a
spe ial ase of alternating tree automata, where the
formulas in B+(  Q) are su h that if a formula
is rewritten in disjun tive normal form, then for every dire tion  2 , there is exa tly one element of
fg Q in ea h disjun t. While nondeterministi tree
automata are not less expressive than alternating tree
automata, they are exponentially less su in t:
Theorem 2.1 [MS95℄ An alternating Rabin tree automaton with m states and k pairs an be translated to
an equivalent nondeterministi Rabin tree automaton
with mO(mk) states and O(mk) pairs.
3

Ar hite tures

and

the

synthesis

problem

Given sets I and O of input and output signals,
respe tively, we an view a pro ess P as a strategy
f : (2I ) ! 2O that maps a nite sequen e of sets
of input signals into a set of output signals. We often refer to the strategy f as the 2O -labeled 2I -tree
h(2I ) ; f i. Let i0 be the root dire tion of 2I . When
P intera ts with an environment that generates innite input sequen es, it asso iates with ea h in nite input sequen e i1 ; i2; : : :, an in nite omputation
fi0g [ f ("); fi1 g [ f (i1); fi2 g [ f (i1  i2 ); : : : over 2I [O .
The intera tion of P with all possible input sequen es
indu es the (2I [O )-labeled 2I -tree xray (h(2I ) ; f i).

The environment may have hidden internal signals,
whi h are not readable by P . Let H denote the set of
hidden signals. Then, a strategy for P is still a fun tion f : (2I ) ! 2O , but the intera tion of P with an
out ome of the environment indu es an in nite omputation over 2I [O[H , and its intera tion with all possible out omes indu es the (2I [O[H )-labeled (2I [H )tree xray (wide (2 ) (h(2I ) ; f i)). Ea h node in this tree
has 2jI [H j hildren1 , orresponding to the 2jI [H j possible assignments to I [ H . Note that sin e P annot
see the signals in H , and thus annot distinguish between hildren that agree on their assignment to signals in I , the tree above is the 2H -widening of the
intera tion between P and its environment as seen by
P.
In a setting with n pro esses P1 ; : : : ; Pn , where proess Pi reads Ii , writes Oi , and has hidden internal
signals Hi , a strategy
for Pi is a fun tion fi : (2I ) !
S
O
[
H
. We denote 1in Ii by I , and similarly for O
2
and H . The n pro esses P1 ; : : : ; Pn intera t with ea h
other and may also intera t with an environment. We
denote by Oenv the output signals of the environment
(that is, the external input to the n pro esses), and denote by Henv the hidden signals of the environment.
Di erent ar hite tures indu e di erent ommuni ation hannels between the pro esses. We onsider here
four lasses of ar hite tures (see gure next page). In
all lasses, ea h signal an be written by a single proess (that is, Oi \ Oj = ; for all i 6= j ), but an be
read by several pro esses (that is, possibly Ii \ Ij 6= ;).
 In a one-way hain, P1 reads from the environment, Pn writes to the environment, and all the
other pro esses read from the pro ess to their
left, and write to the pro ess to their right. Formally, I1 = Oenv , and for all 2  i  n we have
Ii = Oi 1 . Note that Pi annot read the internal signals of the pro ess to its left and that
I [ O = I [ On = I1 [ O.
 A one-way ring extends a one-way hain by a
ommuni ation hannel from Pn to P1 . Thus, P1
reads from both Pn and the environment (i.e.,
I1 = On [ Oenv ), and Pn writes to both P1 and
the environment.
 In a two-way hain, P1 reads from both P2 and
the environment and writes to P2 , Pn reads from
Pn 1 and writes to both Pn 1 and the environment, and all the other pro esses read from the
H

i

i

i

1 We

onsider synthesis with respe t to maximal environ-

ments , whi h provide all possible input sequen es. An extension

to non-maximal environment is possible, using the same te hniques as in [KMTV00℄.

pro esses to their left and right, and write to
the pro esses to their left and right. Formally,
I1 = Oenv [ O2 , for all 2  i  n 1 we have
Ii = Oi 1 [ Oi+1 , and In = On 1 .
 A two-way ring extends a two-way hain by
a ommuni ation hannel between Pn and P1 .
Thus, P1 reads from P2 , Pn , and the environment
(i.e., I1 = Oenv [ O2 [ On ), and writes to both P2
and Pn , and Pn reads from both P1 and Pn 1 and
writes to both P1 , Pn 1 , and the environment.
Note that in all the four lasses, and for all i and
j with i < j , the pro ess Pi has omplete information about the input to Pj , thus Pi an simulate Pj
and have omplete information also about its output2 .
This means, for example, that in a two-way hain,
we ould give up the hannel from P2 to P1 , letting
P1 ompute the information along this hannel, and
similarly for the other right-to-left hannels. While
this would not hange the answer to the realizability
question, it may signi antly in rease the sizes of the
synthesized pro esses.
p1

p2 : : : pn

p1

p1

p2 : : : pn

p1

One-way hain

p2

p3 :: :: :: pn

p2

p3 :: :: :: pn

Two-way hain
Two-way ring

One-way ring

For all the ar hite tures, we de ne the omposition
of strategies f1 ; : : : ; fn as a fun tion f : (2O ) !
2O[H that des ribes the joint behavior of the pro esses
on an in nite sequen e of external input signals. The
exa t de nition of a omposition depends on the parti ular ar hite ture as well as on assumptions on the
ommuni ation (e.g., whether ommuni ation involves
a delay). We de ne several ompositions in Se tion 5.
In [PR90℄, Pnueli and Rosner study one-way hannels
( alled \hierar hi al ar hite tures" there) where ommuni ation involves no delay. In this setting, ompositions are de ned as follows. For the strategy
h(2I ) ; fi i, let h(2I ) ; fi0i = mem(h(2I ) ; fi i). Reall that in a one-way hain, Oenv = I1 . Then, f :
(2O ) ! 2O[H is su h that for every  2 (2O ) ,
env

i

i

i

env

env

Pj

j>i

2 Indeed
, for
, generates also hidden signals, but these
signals are generated by a strategy that is known to
, sin e our
framework assumes that the pro esses are ollaborative, while
the environment is adversarial.

Pi

we have
f () = f1() [ f2 (f10 ()) [ f3 (f20 (f10 ()))[
: : : [ fn (fn0 1 (   (f20 (f10 ()))   )):
Intuitively, for all i, the output of Pi (and, onsequently, the ontribution of fi to f ), depends on the
history of the outputs of Pi 1 , namely the memoryfull version of fi 1 , whi h by itself depends on the
memoryfull version of fi 2 , and so on.
The
omposition f indu es the omputation tree of P1 ; : : : ; Pn ,
whi h is the (2I [O[H [H )-labeled (2O [H )-tree
xray (wide (2 ) (h(2O ) ; f i)). The transition from
the omposition to the omputation tree involves two
transformations. First, while the omposition f orresponds to the omposition as seen by the pro esses,
and thus ignores the signals in Henv and the nondeterminism indu ed by them, the omputation tree orresponds to the omposition as seen by someone that
sees all signals, whi h involves a 2H -widening. In
addition, as the signals in Oenv and Henv are represented in the widening of the omposition only in its
nodes and not in its labels, we employ xray and obtain
a tree whose labels refer to all signals.
Given a CTL? formula over I [ O [ H [ Henv ,
and an ar hite ture with pro esses P1 ; : : : ; Pn , we
say that is realizable in i there are strategies
for P1 ; : : : ; Pn whose omposition indu es a omputation tree that satis es . The synthesis problem is
then to onstru t these strategies. The synthesis problem for one-way hains with omplete information is
introdu ed and solved in [PR90℄ for spe i ations in
the linear temporal logi LTL (whi h is a stri t subset of CTL? ). The synthesis problem for CTL? for
an ar hite ture with a single pro ess with in omplete
information is introdu ed and solved in [KV99℄. In
this paper, we solve the synthesis problem for CTL?
for the four lasses of ar hite tures introdu ed above.
Our solution is based on automata on in nite trees.
For our purposes, the ru ial feature of CTL? is the
following translation of CTL? formulas to alternating
Rabin tree automata.
Theorem 3.1 [KVW00℄ Given a CTL? formula
over a set AP of atomi propositions and a set  of
env

env

Henv

env

env

env

dire tions, there exists an alternating Rabin tree automaton A; over 2AP -labeled -trees, with 2O(j j)
states and two pairs, su h that L(A; ) is exa tly the
set of trees satisfying .
4

Useful automata

onstru tions

Let X , Y , and Z be nite sets, and let z0 be the root
dire tion of Z . For an (X  Y )-labeled Z -tree hZ  ; f i,

we say that hZ  ; f i is a omposition of an X -labeled Z tree hZ  ; fX i, where mem(hZ  ; fX i) = hZ  ; fX0 i, and
a Y -labeled X -tree hX  ; fY i i for every z1 and z2 in
Z and for every  2 Z  , we have
 f () = fX () [ fY ().
 f (z1 ) = fX (z0 ) [ fY (fX0 ()).
 f (  z1  z2 ) = fX (z0    z1 ) [ fY (fX0 (z0  )).
We then say that f = fX + fY . For a set T of (X  Y )labeled Z -trees, the set shape X (T ) onsists of all Y labeled X -trees hX  ; fY i for whi h there exists an X labeled Z -tree hZ  ; fX i su h that the (X  Y )-labeled
Z -tree hZ  ; fX + fY i is in T .
Let X , Y , and Z be nite sets. Given
a nondeterministi tree automaton A over (X 
Y )-labeled Z -trees, we an onstru t an alternating
tree automaton A0 over Y -labeled X -trees su h that
L(A0 ) = shape X (L(A)) and the automata A0 and A
have the same size and index.

Theorem 4.1

Proof: Let A = hX  Y; Q; q0 ; Æ; i. Then, A0 =
hY; Q; q0 ; Æ0 ; i, where for every q 2 Q and y 2 Y , we

have

_

Æ0 (q; y) =
(x; s1 ) ^ (x; s2 ) ^ : : : ^ (x; sjZ j ):
2
hs1 ;s2 ;:::;sj j i2Æ(q;hx;yi)
Consider rst the ase where q = q0 and A0 reads the
root of the input tree hX ; fY i. The letter y read at
the root is fY (). Sin e in fX + fY the root is labeled
hfX (); fY ()i, we pro eed a ording to Æ(q0 ; hx; yi) for
some x whi h is our guess for fX (). By the de nition
of Æ0 , ea h opy of A that is sent to dire tion z 2 Z
and visits state s indu es a opy of A0 that is sent to
dire tion x and visits the state s. Sin e the hoi e of
x is joint to all z 2 Z , all the opies of A0 indu ed
x

X;

Z

as above are going to read the same letter, whi h is
our guess for fY (fX ()). Consider now a opy of A
that reads a node z 2 Z and visits state s. Re all
that the automaton A0 then has a opy that reads
the node fX (), visits the state s, and the letter y
read by this opy (and all the other opies that read
the node fX ()) is our guess for fY (fX ()). Sin e in
fX + fY the node z is labeled hfX (z0 ); fY (fX ())i, we
pro eed a ording to Æ(s; hx; yi), for some x whi h is
our guess for fX (z0 ). Ea h opy of A that is sent
to dire tion z 0 2 Z and visits state s0 then indu es a
opy of A0 that is sent to dire tion x and visits the
state s0 . All these opies are going to read the same
letter, whi h is our guess for fY (fX0 (z0 )). The same

idea repeats in further levels: a opy of A that reads
a node   z1  z2 2 Z  and visits state s is asso iated
with a opy of A0 that reads the node fX0 (z0  ) and
visits the state s. The letter y read by this opy (and
all the other opies that read the node fX0 (z0  )) is
our guess for fY (fX0 (z0  )). Sin e in fX + fY the
node   z1  z2 is labeled hfX (z0    z1 ); fY (fX0 (z0  ))i,
we pro eed a ording to Æ(s; hx; yi) for some x whi h
is our guess for fX (z0    z1 ). All the opies sent to
dire tion x are going to read the same letter, whi h is
our guess for fY (fX0 (z0    z1 )).
Given a nondeterministi tree automaton A, let
shape X (A) denote the orresponding automaton A0
onstru ted in Theorem 4.1. Note that while
shape X (A) returns an alternating tree automaton, it
is de ned for a nondeterministi tree automaton A.
Thus, su essive appli ations of shape require an intermediate appli ation of the exponential alternationremoval pro edure in Theorem 2.1.
The onstru tion des ribed in Theorem 4.1 will help
us to solve the realizability problem by su essively
redu ing the number of pro esses in the ar hite tures.
The two onstru tions below will handle the external
input to the system and the in omplete information,
and they are presented in [KV99℄, where they are used
for the synthesis of a single pro ess with in omplete
information.
Theorem 4.2

Given an alternating tree automaton

A over (  )-labeled -trees, we an onstru t an
alternating tree automaton A0 over -labeled -trees
su h that A0 a epts a labeled tree h ; V i i A a epts
xray (h ; V i), and the automata A0 and A have the

same size and index.
Theorem 4.3 Let X , Y , and Z be nite sets. Given
an alternating tree automaton A over Z -labeled (X 
Y )-trees, we an onstru t an alternating tree automaton A0 over Z -labeled X -trees su h that A0 a epts a
Z -labeled tree hX ; V i i A a epts the Z -labeled tree
wide Y (hX  ; V i), and the automata A0 and A have the
same size and index.

Finally, sin e we want our algorithm to be appli able also for settings in whi h ommuni ation involves
a delay, we need a onstru tion that handles su h a
delay.
Theorem 4.4

Given an alternating tree automaton

A over -labeled -trees, we an onstru t an alternating tree automaton A0 over -labeled -trees su h
that A0 a epts a labeled tree h ; V i i A a epts
delay (h ; V i), and the automata A0 and A have the
same size and index.

Given an alternating tree automaton A, let
over (A), narrow Y (A), and wait (A) denote the orresponding automata A0 onstru ted in Theorems 4.2,
4.3 (for a set Y of dire tions), and 4.4, respe tively.
5

Solving the synthesis problem

In this se tion we study the synthesis problem for
the ar hite tures des ribed in Se tion 3. We show
that for all the four lasses, the problem is de idable, with a nonelementary omplexity. Thus, given
a CTL? formula , a lass C (one-way hain, two-way
hain, one-way ring, or two-way ring), and an integer
n, the omplexity of onstru ting n strategies for n
pro esses in an ar hite ture of lass C that satis es
is n-exp (j j).3
One-way hain We assume that ommuni ation involves a delay. Thus, the input to Pi+1 at time t is
the output of Pi (or the environment, when i = 0) at
time t 1. A ordingly, we de ne the omposition f
of f1 ; : : : ; fn as follows. For a string  = z0  z1    zk
and i  0, let z0  z1    zk i be either the pre x of
length k i + 1 of , in ase k i  0, or , in ase
k i + 1  0. Also, let z0 be the root dire tion of 2I1 .
Then, f : (2I1 ) ! 2O[H is de ned as follows.
 f () = f1() [    [ fn ().
 For  2 (2I1 ) with  = z1    zk , we have f () =
f1 (z0  z1    zk 1 ) [ f2 (f10 (z0  z1    zk 2 )) [    [
fn (fn0 1 (z0  z1    zk n )).
Consider a CTL? formula over I [ O [ H [ Henv .
Re all that in a one-way hain, we have I [ O = I1 [ O.
In order to solve the realizability problem, we build the
following tree automata.
 A : an alternating Rabin tree automaton that
a epts a (2I1 [O[H [H )-labeled (2I1 [H )-tree
h(2I1 [H ) ; f i i it satis es [see Theorem 3.1℄.
 A0 :
the
alternating Rabin tree automaton wait (A ). Thus, A0
a epts a (2I1 [O[H [H )-labeled (2I1 [H )-tree
h(2I1 [H ) ; f i i delay (h(2I1 [H ) ; f i) satises [see Theorem 4.4℄.
 A00 :
the
alternating
Rabin tree automaton over (A0 ). Thus, A00 a epts
a (2O[H )-labeled (2I1 [H )-tree h(2I1 [H ) ; f i
i delay (xray (h(2I1 [H ) ; f i)) satis es [see
Theorem 4.2℄.
env

env

env

env

env

env

env

env

env

env

n
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3 -exp ( ) is a sta k of
exponents with
on the top; i.e.,
1-exp ( ) = 2 ( ) , and ( + 1)-exp ( ) = 2 -exp ( ) .
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 A000 :

the
alternating
Rabin tree automaton narrow (2 ) (A00 ). Thus,
A000 a epts a (2O[H )-labeled 2I1 -tree h(2I1 ) ; f i
i delay (xray (wide (2 ) (h(2I1 ) ; f i))) satis es
[see Theorem 4.3℄.
Henv

Henv

 For 1  i  n 1,
{ Ai :
a nondeterministi Rabin tree automaton equivalent to A00i 1 [see Theorem 2.1℄.

Note that the automaton
[H )O 1 -trees, where we take O = I .
labeled 2
0 1
0
Ai :
the alternating Rabin automaton shape (2 [ ) (Ai ). Thus, A0i runs
on (2O +1 [H +1 [[O [H )-labeled (2O [H )trees and it a epts a tree h(2O [H ) ; f i
i there is a (2O [H )-labeled 2O 1 -tree
h(2O 1 ) ; f 0 i su h that h(2O 1 ) ; f + f 0 i is
a epted by Ai [see Theorem 4.1℄.
A00i : the alternating Rabin automaton
narrow (2 ) (A0i ).
Thus, A00i a epts
a (2O +1 [H +1 [[O [H )-labeled 2O -tree
h(2O ) ; f i i wide (2 ) (h(2O ) ; f i) is a epted by A0i [see Theorem 4.3℄.

Ai runs on (2O [H [O +1 [H +1 [[O
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Intuitively, in ea h iteration 1  i  n, we assume that the strategies of P1 ; : : : ; Pi 1 are given
(they are en apsulated in the transition fun tion of
Ai ) and the automaton Ai a epts all the ompositions of Pi ; : : : Pn that together with the given strategies satisfy . Thus, the transition from Ai to Ai+1
involves an en apsulation of the possible strategies of
Pi (and how they a e t the behavior required from
Pi+1 ; : : : ; Pn in order to satisfy ) into the transition
fun tion of Ai .
Lemma 5.1

is realizable i

A0n

1 is not empty.

The onstru tion of Ai goes via i iterations. Ea h
iteration involves two automata transformations. One
transformation (narrow ) gets and returns an alternating tree automaton. The other transformation (shape )
gets a nondeterministi tree automaton and return an
alternating tree automaton. While all the transformations involve no blow-up in the size of the automata,
the fa t that shape handles nondeterministi automata
requires the appli ation of an additional transformation, namely the translation of an alternating tree automaton to a nondeterministi one. This transformation involves an exponential blow-up, leading to an
overall nonelementary blow-up.

The synthesis problem for CTL? and
one-way hains is nonelementary de idable.

Theorem 5.2

Proof: It follows from the onstru tions des ribed in
Se tion 4 that the size of A00n 1 is (n 1)-exp (j j). The
nonemptiness problem for A00n 1 an then be solved in
time n-exp (j j) [MS95, KV98℄. Lemma 5.1 then implies that the realizability problem for an be solved
in time n-exp (j j). The nonemptiness algorithm an
be extended to produ e a witness for the automaton
being nonempty (in fa t, a witness that is a memoryless strategy [Tho95℄). A witness for the nonemptiness
of A00n 1 indu es a strategy fn for Pn . In order to get
a strategy for Pn 1 , we ombine A00n 2 with fn and
get an automaton that is guaranteed to be nonempty
and whose witness indu es a strategy fn 1 for Pn 1 .
We ontinue similarly until strategies for all pro esses
are synthesized.

A mat hing nonelementary lower bound is proved (for
LTL formulas) in [PR90℄ ( f. [PR79℄). This lower
bounds applies also to the other ar hite ture.
With appropriate simple modi ations (skipping
the \wait onstru tion" and rede ning the \shape onstru tion" to ignore the delay), the method des ribed
above an handle one-way hannels in whi h ommuni ation involves no delay (the de nition of omposition then oin ides with the one of [PR90℄). As we
des ribe below, the method an also be extended to
handle the other lasses of ar hite tures des ribed in
Se tion 3. The di eren es among the ar hite tures inuen e the sets of labels and dire tions of the trees
over whi h the automata are de ned (for example, in
a one-way ring A runs on (2O [O )-trees, and in
a two-way ring, it runs on (2O [O2 [O )-trees), inuen e the de nition of omposition, and a ordingly
in uen e the de nition of shape X (T ) and the \shape
onstru tion" that handles. For all the ar hite tures,
however, the idea is similar: a su essive redu tion in
the number of pro esses, where in ea h step we omit
a pro ess and en apsulate its possible strategies into
the transition fun tion of intermediate automata.
env

env

n

n

One-way ring. Re all that in a one-way ring, the
pro ess P1 reads signals from both Pn and the environment. We suggest two alternative modi ations to
the method presented for one-way hains. The rst is
rather simple: all the intermediate automata we onstru t maintain (in their alphabet) the input that P1
reads from Pn . Then, in the last automaton, whi h
orresponds to Pn 's strategy, we lose the ring by requiring the output of Pn to agree with the maintained
input. The se ond approa h is leaner (and it also has

a omputational advantage), yet it requires a more
substantial modi ation. The idea is to start with P1
and pro eed in both dire tions, en apsulating two proesses in ea h iteration. The two dire tions meet at
the automaton A 2 , whose nonemptiness witnesses a
strategy for P 2 that satis es the tasks inherited to P 2
by both the pro esses to his left and these to his right.
n

n

n

hain. The two-way hain ar hite ture is
mu h ri her than that of a one-way hain. Sin e the
diÆ ulties imposed by in omplete information are orthogonal and are handled by the narrow onstru tion,
we des ribe here the solution for systems with omplete information, thus Henv [ H = ;. In a two-way
hain, the pro ess Pi reads both Oi 1 and Oi+1 , so
its strategy is a fun tion fi : (2O 1 [O +1 ) ! 2O .
A ordingly, while in the ase of a one-way hain
the redu tion of the pro ess Pi involves a transition
from an automaton that runs on (2O [O +1 [[O )labeled 2O 1 -trees to an automaton that runs on
(2O +1 [[O )-labeled 2O -trees, here the redu tion of
Pi should involve a transition from an automaton that
runs on (2O [O +1 [[O )-labeled (2O 1 [O +1 )-trees
to an automaton that runs on (2O +1 [[O )-labeled
(2O [O +2 )-trees. In order to see the modi ations
that are therefore needed in the shape onstru tion,
let us rst rede ne the predi ate shape and the omposition operator it involves.
Let Xi 1 , Xi , Xi+1 , Xi+2 , and X be nite sets,
and let z0 and z00 be the root dire tions of Xi 1 and
Xi+1 respe tively. For our appli ation, Xj stands
for 2O , and X stands for 2O +3 [:::[O . For an
(Xi  Xi+1  Xi+2  X )-labeled (Xi 1  Xi+1 )-tree
h(Xi 1  Xi+1 ) ; f i, we say that h(Xi 1  Xi+1 ) ; f i
is a omposition of an Xi -labeled (Xi 1  Xi+1 )tree h(Xi 1  Xi+1 ) ; f1 i and an (Xi+1  Xi+2  X )labeled (Xi  Xi+2 )-tree h(Xi  Xi+2 ) ; f2 i i for every hz1 ; z10 i and hz2 ; z20 i in Xi 1  Xi+1 and for every
 2 (Xi 1  Xi+1 ) , we have (f 0 and f10 are the memoryfull versions of f and f 0 ):
 f () = hf1 (); f2 ()i.
 f (hz1 ; z10 i) = hf1 (hz0 ; z00 i); f2 (f10 ())i.
 f (  hz1 ; z10 i  hz1 ; z10 i) = hf1 (hz0 ; z00 i   
hz1 ; z10 i); f2 (f10 (hz0 ; z00 i  )  f 0 (hz0 ; z00 i  )jX +2 )i,
where  is bitwise on atenation (e.g., y1  y2  y3 
y4 = hy1 ; y3ihy2 ; y4i) and jX +2 is the proje tion
of  on Xi+2 .
We then say that f = f1 + f1 . Intuitively, f determines its Xi -element a ording to f1 and determines the (Xi+1  Xi+2  X )-element by applying
Two-way
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f2 on an interleaving of an appli ation of f10 , whi h
gives the Xi element and an appli ation of f 0 on a

stri t pre x of the input, whi h returns an element in
Xi  Xi+1  Xi+2  X and is then proje ted on Xi+2 .
In addition, sin e we assume that ommuni ation involves a delay, f ignores the last letters in a sequen e
and refers instead to the root dire tions.
For a set T of (Xi  Xi+1  Xi+2  X )-labeled
(Xi 1  Xi+1 )-trees, the set shape X X +2 (T ) onsists of all (Xi+1  Xi+2  X )-labeled (Xi  Xi+2 )trees h(Xi  Xi+2 ) ; f2i for whi h there exists an Xi labeled (Xi 1  Xi+1 )-tree h(Xi 1  Xi+1 ) ; f1i su h
that h(Xi 1  Xi+1 ) ; f1 + f2i is in T .
The shape onstru tion in Theorem 4.1 an be modi ed to handle the de nition of shape above. Essentially, while in the urrent onstru tion the automaton
A0 guesses in ea h transition a dire tion x to pro eed
with, in the new onstru tion A0 needs to guess two
elements, orresponding to both Xi and Xi+2 , and it
should remember the Xi+2 element for the proje tion
des ribed above.
i

i

Two-way ring. The solution for two-way rings is
based on the modi ed shape onstru tion des ribed
for two-way hains and the \two-dire tion reasoning"
des ribed for one-way rings.
The important ommon property of the four lasses
we handle is the fa t that there are no two pro esses
both reading input from the envirponmrnt. Consequently, the pro esses an be linearly ordered a ording to the signals they know. More ar hite tures fall
in this ategory. For example, it is possible to repla e
a single pro esses in a hain by a group of pro esses
that share the same knowladge, and adjust the synthesis algorithms a ordingly. An exa t hara terization
of ar hite tures for whi h the synthesis problem is deidable is an open problem.
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Dis ussion

One of the most signi ant developments in the
area of system veri ation over the last de ade is the
development of algorithmi methods for verifying temporal spe i ations of nite-state systems [CGP99℄.
This derives its signi an e both from the fa t that
many syn hronization and ommuni ation proto ols
an be modeled as nite-state systems, as well as from
the great ease of use of fully algorithmi methods. A
frequent riti ism against this approa h, however, is
that veri ation is done after signi ant resour es have
already been invested in the development of the program. Sin e systems typi ally ontain errors, veri ation simply be omes part of the development pro ess.

The riti s argue that the desired goal is to use the
spe i ation in the system development pro ess in order to guarantee the design of orre t systems. This
is exa tly what synthesis algorithms do. Despite this
riti ism, synthesis tools are not as popular in the industry as veri ation tools. There are several reasons
for that: the s ope of synthesis algorithms has been
quite limited, their omplexity is high, and they do not
always produ e pra ti al systems, where pra ti ality
is measured in a variety of ways, su h as optimality
(say, number of lat hes required for implementing the
system in hardware, or number of messages needed to
be passed between the underlying pro esses), testability (the ability to test hardware without a ess to all
the internal variables), and the like.
In this paper, we signi antly extended the s ope
of synthesis to in lude many pra ti al appli ations.
We laim that the high omplexity of the problem is
not really a serious obje tion to the potential usefulness of synthesis. First, we note that experien e with
veri ation shows that nonelementary algorithms an
nevertheless be pra ti al, sin e the worst- ase omplexity does not arise often. For example, while the
model- he king problem for spe i ations in se ondorder logi has nonelementary omplexity, the modelhe king tool Mona [EKM98, Kla98℄ su essfully veri es many spe i ations given in se ond-order logi .
Se ond, we argue that synthesis is not harder than
veri ation. This may sound as a wishful thinking, as
it ontradi ts the known fa t that while veri ation is
easy (linear in the size of the model and at most exponential in the size of the spe i ation), synthesis is
hard (nonelementary). There is, however, something
misleading in this fa t: while the omplexity of synthesis is given in terms of the spe i ation, the omplexity
of veri ation is given with respe t to both the spe iation and the (mu h bigger) system. In parti ular,
in a distributed setting, it is shown in [Ros92℄ that
there are LTL spe i ations n , of length O(n), and
ar hite tures with k pro esses su h that the smallest
strategy that realizes n in the given ar hite ture has
k-exp (n) states. What is the omplexity of verifying
whether a system satis es n ? Even if veri ation is
linear in the size of the system, it would be nonelementary in n for orre t systems, just as the synthesis
problem, sin e su h systems ne essarily have at least
k-exp (n) states!
In summary, we believe that the real hallenge that
synthesis algorithms and tools fa e in the oming years
is mostly not that dealing with omputational omplexity, but rather that of making automati ally synthesized systems more pra ti ally useful.
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